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Renormalization constants (Z-factors ) of vector and axial-vector currents are determined nonperturbatively in quenched QCD for a renormalization group improved gauge action and a tadpoleimproved clover quark action using the Schrödinger functional method. Nonperturbative values of
Z-factors turn out to be smaller than 1-loop perturbative values by O(15%) at a lattice spacing of a1 
1 GeV. The pseudoscalar and vector meson decay constants calculated with the nonperturbative
Z-factors show a much better scaling behavior compared to previous results obtained with tadpoleimproved one-loop Z-factors. In particular, the nonperturbative Z-factors normalized at infinite physical
volume show that the scaling violations of the decay constants are within about 10% up to the lattice
spacing a1  1 GeV. The continuum estimates obtained from data in the range a1  1–2 GeV agree
with those determined from finer lattices (a1  2  4 GeV) with the standard action.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.70.074502

PACS numbers: 12.38.Gc

I. INTRODUCTION
Reliable prediction of physical quantities from lattice
QCD calculations requires a good control of scaling violations. For this purpose, several improved actions have
been tested and applied to large scale systematic simulations. For most physical quantities, such as quark masses
and hadronic matrix elements, one has to calculate in
addition
renormalization
constants
(Z-factors).
Nonperturbative methods to determine various Z-factors
have been developed and utilized for several actions.
The CP-PACS collaboration carried out systematic
simulations for two-flavor full QCD [1] using a renormalization group (RG) improved gauge action [2] and a
tadpole-improved [3] clover quark action [4] and reported
results for the spectrum, quark masses and meson decay
constants. Since nonperturbative Z-factors were not available for this action combination, the analysis had to rely
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on one-loop perturbative values. The result showed that
the meson decay constants in both quenched and full
QCD suffer from large scaling violations at
a1  1  2 GeV which hinder continuum extrapolations.
It was not clear if this observation hinted at an inherent
difficulty of improved actions for matrix elements at
coarse lattice spacings or a perturbative treatment of the
Z-factors was the issue. A nonperturbative determination
of Z-factors was evidently needed.
As a first step toward a systematic study of nonperturbative renormalization for this action, we apply the
Schrödinger functional (SF) method [5–8] to calculations of Z-factors for vector (ZV ) and axial-vector (ZA )
currents in quenched QCD with the same improved action. The SF method has been applied to the nonperturbatively Oa improved Wilson action. In contrast, our
action combination has Oag4  error, since the coefficient
of the clover term is determined by tadpole-improved
perturbation theory to one-loop order. Therefore our
study involves an examination whether the SF method
successfully works for this action
In the SF method, Z-factors are determined at various
couplings for a fixed physical size L. In this case, the
Z-factors contain terms of Oag4 =L in addition to that of
Oa. We expect that one can remove the Oag4 =L
terms by taking the infinite volume limit. We calculate
Z-factors both at a finite fixed physical volume and at the
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infinite volume and compare the scaling properties of
decay constants with these two choices of Z-factors.
When we calculate Z-factors for large couplings and on
large lattices, we encounter ‘‘exceptional configurations’’
for which observables take abnormally large values. We
estimate systematic uncertainties due to such configurations, propagate them to systematic error estimations of
decay constants, and argue that they do not alter our
conclusions on scaling properties.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II
we describe calculation method focusing on features of
applying the SF method to the RG-improved action.
Details of the analysis for ZV and ZA are given in
Sec. III. With these Z-factors, we study the scaling behavior of decay constants of vector (f ) and pseudoscalar
(f ) mesons in Sec. IV. Sec. V is devoted to conclusions.
Parts of this work have already been reported in
Refs. [9,10].

where  is the hopping parameter and F is a lattice
discretization of the field strength. For the clover coefficient cSW , we adopt a tadpole-improved value with oneloop estimate of the plaquette hW 11 i  13 hUP; i given
by

cSW  hW 11 i3=4  1  0:8412= 3=4 ;

since we use the one-loop value of the plaquette reproduces measured values well.
For ZV , we investigate the vector Ward identity of the
unimproved current Va since the particular SF setup we
use yields the same value of ZV for improved and unimproved currents. On the other hand, we study an improved
current for ZA defined by

II. CALCULATION METHOD

AI a x  Aa x

A. Action and Currents
The RG-improved gauge action we employ has the
form
Sg 

6

 X
c0
UP; x
x;;


UR; x ;

X

c1

(1)

(4)

1
acA @
2

@ Pa x;

(5)

where @ and @ are lattice forward and backward derivatives and Pa x is the pseudoscalar density. We use the
one-loop value for the improvement coefficient cA 
0:0038g2 [11].

x;;

B. Implementation for RG-Improved Action
where  6=g2 with the bare coupling constant g, and
UP (UR ) is the trace of the product of link variables
around a plaquette (6-link rectangular loop). In a sum
over loops, each oriented loop appears once. The coefficients c1  0:331 and c0  1  8c1  3:648 are fixed
by an approximate RG analysis [2].
The clover quark action [4] is defined by
Sq 

X

xDx;y y;

We follow the SF method of Ref. [8] for the RGimproved gauge action. Taking an L3  T lattice, we
impose the periodic boundary condition in the spatial
directions and the Dirichlet boundary condition in the
temporal direction.
The boundary counter terms for the RG-improved
action are determined [12] so that the classical field
equations are satisfied. The total action reads

(2)
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(6)

;

(3)
with the weight factors wP x4  and wR x4  given by

x4  0 or x4  T  a and   4 or   4
x4  T and   4 or   4
x4  0 or x4  T and   4 and   4
otherwise.
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when 2 links of the rectangular touch a boundary
when the rectangular is completely included in an boundary
otherwise.

We take the tree-level value of cs  ct  1. (One-loop
values of cs and ct [13] were not known when we started
this work.) Boundary counter terms are not included for
the clover quark action. In other words, the boundary
coefficients c~s and c~t of Ref. [8] are set to the tree-level
values, c~s  c~t  1.
C. Details of Calculation Method
We calculate Z-factors for the range  8:0  2:2.
The smallest value  2:2 is chosen to lie in the range
 2:575  2:184
(inverse
lattice
spacing
a1  1  2 GeV) where data for f and f exist [1].
Simulations are made with a 5-hit pseudo-heat-bath algorithm mixed with an over-relaxation algorithm in the
ratio of 1:4. We analyze 200 – 20000 configurations
separated by 100 sweeps each. The lattice geometry is
set to T  2L for both ZV and ZA . At each , Z-factors are
determined for at least two lattice sizes in order to interpolate or extrapolate them to a fixed physical volume.
Lattice size and number of analyzed configurations are
listed in Table I.
Calculations of Z-factors are carried out at zero quark
mass, where the quark mass mq is defined by the PCAC
relation @ Aa  2mq Pa in the continuum notation. The

(8)

actual procedure to measure mq is the same as in Ref. [7].
We define a time-dependent quark mass by
1

mq x4   2

@0

@0 fA x4  cA a@0 @0 fP x4 
;
2fP x4 

(9)

where fA is the axial-vector and pseudoscalar correlator
and fP is the pseudoscalar and pseudoscalar correlator.
The quark mass mq is defined by an average of mq x4 
over a range of time slices around x4  T=2;

an
X
1
T
t ;
(10)
mq
mq 
2n 1 tan
2
where n defines the range and depends on simulation
parameters.
Z-factors are determined from correlators of pseudoscalar operators Pa and P0a at the boundaries and/or
currents Va and AI a at a finite time slice. We employ
the notations defined by
f1  
fV x4  

1
hP0a Pa i;
3L6

(11)

a3 X abc 0a b
i+ hP V0 xPc i;
6L6 x

(12)

TABLE I. Simulation parameters and Z-factors at simulation points. For 83  16 lattices at  2:2 and 2.4 where we encounter
exceptional configurations, we quote only central values and statistical errors. No calculations of ZA were made for 163  32 lattice
at  2:8 and 123  24 lattice at  8:0.
L3  T
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8

3.125
4.0
6.0
8.0

3

4 8
83  16
43  8
83  16
43  8
83  16
43  8
83  16
123  24
163  32
123  24
163  32
83  16
163  32
83  16
163  32
83  16
123  24
163  32

c

mq

ZV

#conf for ZV

ZA

#conf for ZA

0.139 281(56)
0.140 570(15)
0.136 933(21)
0.137 481(04)
0.135 558(08)
0.135 701(10)
0.134 532(10)
0.134 515(07)
0.134 554(08)
0.134 587(09)
0.133 209(01)
0.133 219(05)
0.131 094(04)
0.131 083(01)
0.128 898(03)
0.128 891(01)
0.127 869(02)
0.127 870(01)
0.127 870(01)

-0.000 529(495)
0.001 493(399)
-0.000 764(337)
-0.000130(395)
-0.000 276(341)
-0.000 464(154)
0.000 002(396)
-0.000 105(139)
0.000 525(111)
0.000 663(139)
-0.000 039(091)
-0.000 092(060)
-0.000 302(086)
0.000 160(044)
-0.000 191(061)
-0.000 060(023)
0.000138(041)
0.000 576(331)
0.000 021(017)

0.7499(11)
0.7067(12)
0.7995(10)
0.7652(04)
0.8265(05)
0.8056(05)
0.8482(06)
0.8312(04)
0.8268(03)
0.8231(06)
0.8540(02)
0.8527(01)
0.8972(02)
0.8938(01)
0.9366(01)
0.9337(01)
0.9545(01)
0.9523(01)
0.95151(3)

2000
20 000
1000
10 000
2000
500
1000
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
300
300
300
300
300

0.7667(52)
0.7350(610)
0.8150(24)
0.7525(204)
0.8474(16)
0.8208(18)
0.8667(18)
0.8482(13)
0.8520(17)

2000
20 000
2000
10 000
2000
2000
1000
1000
1000

0.8689(09)
0.8672(08)
0.9068(06)
0.9060(04)
0.9425(03)
0.9398(02)
0.9600(02)

500
500
500
300
300
300
300

0.9565(01)

200
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fAA x4 ; y4   

a6 X abc cde 0d
+ + hP AI a0 xAI b0 yPe i:
6L6 x;y

0.002
0.000

(13)

ZV 

f1
;
fV T2 

(14)

mq(x4)

Renormalization constants are then extracted from

s
ZA 

f1
:
5T
fAA 3T
8 ; 8

(15)

(16)

where f  is the two-loop scaling function of the SU(3)
gauge theory, cn’s are parameters to describe deviation
from the two-loop scaling, and 1 is a reference point.
Choosing 1  2:4, the parameters
c0  0:544397;
c2  0:39038;
c4  0:04912

(17)

reproduce the measured values well.
III. RENORMALIZATION CONSTANTS
A. Results at Simulation Points
Calculations of Z-factors do not present any difficulty
from  8:0 down to 2.6 for all lattice sizes, and at 
2:4 and 2.2 on a small lattice of 43  8. For a larger 83 

−0.004
−0.006

The lattice spacing necessary to set
p the physical size is
determinedpfrom the string tension
 440 MeV. We fit
values of a
[1,14] to a fitting form [15]
p
a    f 1 c2 a^ 2   c4 a^ 4     =c0 ;
f 
^ 
a
;
f 1 

−0.002

−0.008

0

4

8

12

16

x4
FIG. 2. Effective quark mass mq x4  at  2:6 on an 83 
16 lattice. Horizontal solid lines represent fitting range, and
fitted value and error.

16 lattice at  2:4 and 2.2, however, we encounter
‘‘exceptional configurations.’’ Deferring discussions of
this issue, let us first summarize results for the nonexceptional case.
We first determine c for each
and L=a. For this
purpose simulations are carried out at several values of 
around an estimated c in which mq is determined by
Eq. (10); we employ the fitting range given by n  0 for
L=a  4 lattices, n  1 for L=a  8 lattices at  2:4
and 2.2, and n  2 for L=a  8 at other values of and
L=a  16 lattices. We determine c by a linear fit in  as
illustrated in Fig. 1 for an 83  16 lattice at  2:6.

0.856

0.06
0.855

0.04

ZV

mq

0.854

0.02

0.853

0.00

0.852

−0.02

0.851

0.1340

0.1350

κ
83

0

4

8

12

16

20

24

28

32

x4

0.1360

FIG. 1. mq versus  at  2:6 on an  16 lattice. Filled
symbols show measured points. The open symbol represents c .

FIG. 3. ZV as a function of time slice at  3:125 on a 163 
32 lattice. Horizontal dashed lines represent ZV at x4  T=2 
16.
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0.870

1.0
0.5
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−0.5
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0.868

−1.0

ZA

−1.5

0.866

−2.0
15

0.864

0

1000

2000
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fP

10

5

0.862

0

4

8

12

16
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24

28

32
0

x4

0

sweep
FIG. 4. Values of ZA as a function of time slice at  3:125
on a 163  32 lattice. Horizontal dashed lines represent ZA at
x4  5=8  T  20.

Results for c are given in Table I. When we perform
simulations for Z-factors at c , mq is also calculated for
confirmation. A typical result for the effective quark mass
mq x4  is shown in Fig. 2. It exhibits a reasonable plateau.
Values of mq at c are given in the fourth column of
Table I. They are consistent with zero within an accuracy
of 103 at worst. Since c is tuned well, errors of c are
not taken into account in the error estimation of Z-factors.
Figs. 3 and 4 show typical plots of ZV and ZA as a
function of time slice. We observe good plateaux for all
cases, except for a small temporal lattice size of L=a  8
at strong coupling of  2:4 and 2.2.We thus find that the
SF method works successfully for our action, albeit there

FIG. 6. Time history of fA and fP at
lattice.

 2:6 on an 83  16

are Oag4  errors rather than Oa2  errors. Results for
Z-factors at simulation points are given in Table I.
We now discuss the issue of ‘‘exceptional configurations.’’ Among our parameter sets, anomalously large
values appear in the ensemble of hadron correlators on
an 83  16 lattice at  2:4 and 2.2. We illustrate the
situation in Fig. 5, where we plot the time history of fA
and fP at  2:4. No large spikes appear for larger on
the same size lattice, as shown in Fig. 6 for data at 
2:6. Note that a much finer vertical scale is employed in
the latter figure. Large spikes appear also in the ensembles of f1 , fV and fAA necessary for evaluating Z-factors.
Such exceptional configurations make it difficult to determine mq , c and Z-factors precisely.

50

30

0
−25
−50
0
2000

5000

10000

frequency

fA

25

fP

1500

20

10

1000
500
0

0
0

5000

10000

0

2000

4000

sweep
FIG. 5. Time history of fA and fP at
lattice.

6000

8000

10000

fP
 2:4 on an 83  16

FIG. 7. Histogram of fP at
Intervals in x-axis are 50.
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We plot ZV and ZA determined for various sizes and
in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively, as a function of a=L. There
are three or four data points at  8:0 and 2.8 for ZV ,
and at  2:8 for ZA . These data show a linear behavior
in a=L, which is consistent with the expectation that
Z-factors for our action have Oag4 =L errors. Therefore
we adopt a linear ansatz to extrapolate or interpolate
Z-factors to the physical volume of L  0:8 fm (normalized at  2:6 and L=a  8) and to L  1, as shown in
these figures. We denote Z-factors at a fixed physical
volume as ZSF;L0:8fm
and ZSF;L1
. Numerical values
V;A
V;A
are given in Table II.

1.0

ZV

0.9

0.8

0.6

0.0

0.1

0.2

ZV

SF, L=0.8 fm

ZV

SF, L=∞

0.3

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.0

0.1

ZA

SF, L=0.8 fm

ZA

SF, L=∞

0.2

0.3

0.4

a/L
FIG. 9. Volume dependence of ZA . Symbols are the same as in
Fig. 8.

B. Z-factors at Fixed Physical Volume

0.7

1.0

ZA

We suspect that the spikes are caused by the appearance of very small or even negative eigenvalues of the
Dirac operator toward strong coupling. Such eigenvalues
would be suppressed in full QCD by the quark determinant, and in this sense we expect exceptional configurations to be an artifact of quenched QCD. In quenched
QCD, however, ‘‘exceptional configurations’’ cannot be
distinguished from ‘‘normal’’ ones on some rigorous basis. In fact, histograms of f ’s have a long tail toward very
large values as shown in Fig. 7. We then adopt the strategy
of estimating Z-factors by removing from the ensemble
average configurations having values above some cutoff.
The uncertainties associated with this procedure are estimated by varying the cutoff, and will be propagated to
systematic errors of Z-factors at fixed physical volume.
Detailed description of this procedure will be given in
Sec. III C.

In Fig. 10 we plot ZV as a function of g2 . Making a Padé
fit, we obtain
fm
ZSF;L0:8

V


ZSF;L1
V

1  0:365 802g2 0:015 016g4
;
1  0:303 008g2

a/L
FIG. 8. Volume dependence of ZV . Filled circles and solid
lines are measured data and linear fits to them. Values of are,
from top to bottom, 8.0, 6.0, 4.0, 3.125, 2.8, 2.6, 2.4 and 2.2,
fm
are connected by dashed lines to
respectively. Stars ZSF;L0:8
V
guide eyes. Filled triangles at a=L  0 are ZSF;L1
.
V

(18)

(19)

where we have imposed a constraint that the Padé fits
reproduce the one-loop perturbative result ZV 
1  0:062 794g2 [16] up to Og2 .
The range of coupling where there are data for the
vector meson decay constant is marked by the two vertical dashed lines in Fig. 10. Over this range, ZSF;L1
V
becomes increasingly smaller (by about 8%–21%) compared to the one-loop value (dashed line) and the tadpoleimproved value (crosses). We also observe that ZV exhibits a sizable volume dependence toward strong coupling,
e.g., for  2:8. This will have an important consequence on the scaling property of f as discussed in
Sec. IV.
TABLE II.

0.4

1  0:302 225g2 0:011 034g4
;
1  0:239 431g2

2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.125
4.0
6.0
8.0

074502-6

Z-factors at fixed physical volumes.

ZSF;L0:8fm
V

ZSF;L1
V

ZSF;L0:8fm
A

ZSF;L1
A

0.7495(15)
0.7783(05)
0.8056(05)
0.8279(02)
0.8526(01)
0.8917(02)
0.9309(02)
0.9485(01)

0.6635(26)
0.7309(13)
0.7847(11)
0.8180(12)
0.8488(07)
0.8904(03)
0.9308(02)
0.9485(01)

0.7664(52)
0.7763(127)
0.8208(18)
0.8511(13)
0.8671(08)
0.9055(08)
0.9372(05)
0.9530(03)

0.7033(1221)
0.6900(409)
0.7942(39)
0.8386(22)
0.8621(42)
0.9052(10)
0.9371(05)
0.9530(03)
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and defines
P

ZNPC
V

0.9

ZV
TP

ZV
0.7

Pade fits
SF, L=0.8 fm

ZV

0.6

SF, L=∞

ZV
0.5

NPC

ZV
0.4

0

1

2

2

3

FIG. 10. Comparison of ZV from tadpole-improved perturbation theory and those from SF method normalized at
are determined with the conL  0:8 fm and L  1. ZNPC
V
served current. Padé fits and error are also given for ZV from
the SF method. Vertical dashed lines represent the range we
have data for decay constants.

Another method to estimate ZV nonperturbatively [17]
utilizes the nonrenormalizability of the conserved vector
current
1
y
ViC x  f x aU
^ x;
i 1 x
2
xUx; i  1 x ag;
^

obtained for our action combination [1]
Results for ZNPC
V
are also overlaid in Fig. 10 (open diamonds). They are
much smaller than those from the SF method. We interpret
that the large difference originates from large Oa errors
in ZNPC
V . From the viewpoint of Oa improvement of
operators, the divergence of a tensor operator @ Ti
should be added to both the local current Vi and the
conservedPcurrent ViC [18]. However, the improvement
operator j @j T0j , necessary for V0 in the SF scheme,
automatically drops out since it is a spatial total divergence. In other words, ZV from the SF method is Oa
improved, whereas ZNPC
is not.
V
In Fig. 11, we plot results for ZA and Padé fits which
read
fm
ZSF;L0:8

A

ZSF;L1

A

1  0:277 576g2 0:008 669g4
;
1  0:220 946g2

1  0:334 232g2 0:011 710g4
:
1  0:277 602g2

(22)

(23)

In the Padé fits, we use a constraint from one-loop perturbation theory that ZA  1  0:056 630g2 Og4  [16].
for the range we have data for f
We observe that ZSF;L1
A
are smaller than the tadpole-improved value by 6%–14%.
C. Systematic Error from Exceptional Configurations

(20)

1.0

0.9

(21)

x

1−loop

0.8

h0jViC x; x4 Vi j0i
:
 lim P
x4 !1
h0jVi x; x4 Vi j0i
x

Exceptional configurations affect Z-factors in two
ways, first by changing the value of mq and hence of c ,
and secondly by directly affecting the value of Z-factors
themselves. Hence, in order to estimate the uncertainties
0.004

ZA
1−loop

0.8

ZA

ZA

TP

0.002

Pade fits
0.7

ZA
ZA

0.6

0.5

SF, L=0.8 fm

0.000

SF, L=∞

−0.002

0

1

2

2

3

−0.004

g

0

200

400

600

800

1000

fP, cut

FIG. 11. Comparison of ZA determined by various methods.
Symbols are the same as in Fig. 10.

FIG. 12. mq vs fP;cut at c on an 83  16 lattice at
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0.86

systematic uncertainty in mq at κc

0.84

0.84

0.82

0.82

0.80

0.80

ZA

ZV

0.86

0.78

0.78

0.76

0.76

0.74

0.74

0.72

−0.004

−0.002

0

0.002

0.72

0.004

systematic uncertainty in mq at κc

−0.004

−0.002

mq
FIG. 13. ZV versus mq at

 2:4 on an 83  16 lattice.

FIG. 14.

of Z-factors due to exceptional configurations at large
couplings, we investigate how mq and Z-factors change
if we discard configurations having values of relevant
correlators larger than some cutoff.
Figure 12 shows this test for mq at  2:4 for which a
cutoff is set for the value of fP . As the cutoff fP;cut is
increased, mq gradually decreases, becomes almost stable
around fP;cut =300 and then the error of mq becomes large.
With this observation in mind, we have estimated c as
the point where mq for fP;cut =300 is consistent with zero,
as shown in Fig. 12. The uncertainty in mq at c is
estimated by varying fP;cut from 200 to 1000 and turns
out to be 0:00028 > mq > 0:00182. The same procedure at  2:2 with fP;cut =500 gives the uncertainty
0:00344 > mq > 0:00170. We note that the number
of configurations discarded is 37 (191) of the total of
10 000 (20 000) configurations at  2:4 (2.2).
The uncertainty of mq is translated into uncertainties
of Z-factors. To do this, we carry out two additional
simulations at ’s slightly above and below c . Figs. 13
and 14 show how Z-factors depend on mq ; ZV is very
stable against variation of mq , while ZA shows a more
prominent dependence. We fit the mq dependence of the
Z-factors by a linear function, and uncertainties of
Z-factors are estimated by the difference of the central
value and the maximum/minimum value for the range of
error of mq . The uncertainties are given in Table III under
the column Zmq .
We also estimate uncertainties in the statistical averaging of Z-factors themselves by varying the cutoff of f1 .
TABLE III.

ZV 
ZV 
ZA 
ZA 

 2:2
 2:4
 2:2
 2:4

0

0.002

0.004

mq
ZA versus mq at

 2:4 on an 83  16 lattice.

Figure 15 shows the ensemble average of f1 and fV
together with ZV as a function of the cutoff f1;cut .
Though both f1 and fV increase as f1;cut , their ratio ZV
is very stable around f1;cut  5:0 reflecting the fact that f1
and fV are highly and positively correlated. We determine
the central value from f1;cut  5:0 and estimate errors by
varying f1;cut  2:0 to 10.0. Figure 16 shows a similar test
for ZA . The cutoff dependence is more conspicuous than
for ZV . Uncertainties thus estimated are listed in Table III
under the column Zexcept: . Note that we discard 47 (221)
configurations at  2:4 (2.2).
The two uncertainties Zmq and Zexcept: are simply
added to estimate the total uncertainty Z for L=a  8
lattices. We then propagate them to uncertainties of
Z-factors at fixed physical volume, listed in Table III.
Uncertainties at L  0:8 fm are smaller than those on
L=a  8 lattices, because the physical size is located
between L=a  8 and L=a  4 lattices. Uncertainties of
Z-factors at L  1, enlarged by extrapolations, are larger
than the statistical error Zstat;L1 .
D. Z-factors at Simulation Points for Meson Decay
Constants
For discussions of scaling properties of meson decay
constants, we need Z-factors at values where raw data of
f and f are taken. We evaluate them using the Padé fits
obtained in Sec. III B together with the estimates of
uncertainties from exceptional configurations.
For the latter purpose, we repeat Padé fits varying the
Z-factor at  2:4 within the range of its uncertainty,

Breakdown of systematic uncertainties in Z-factors. See text for details.

Zmq

Zexcept:

Z

ZSF;L0:8fm

ZSF;L1

Zstat;L1

+0.04%; 0.02%
+0.01%,  0.12%
+3.2%,  1.5%
+0.6%,  8.0%

+0.31%,  0.06%
+0.08%,  0.03%
+18.1%,  2.1%
+6.1%,  7.3%

+0.35%,  0.08%
+0.09%,  0.15%
+21.3%,  3.6%
+6.7%,  15.3%

+0.0013%,  0.0058%
+0.044%,  0.10%
+0.17%,  0.25%
+4.0%,  9.2%

+0.75%,  0.17%
+0.19%,  0.31%
+44.5%,  8.9%
+14.6%,  33.4%

0.39%
0.18%
17%
5.9%
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0.772

1.00

0.770

0.90

0.768

0.80

0.766

0.70

0.764
0.0
0.20

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

1

0.15

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

0.10

0.05

0.05

0.00
0.0
0.25

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

0.20
V

2.0

0.15

0.10

0.00
0.0
0.40
0.30

0.15

0.20

0.10

0.10

0.05
0.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

f1, cut

calculate the Z-factor at a target
value, and take the
difference between this value and the central value as an
estimate of the systematic error from exceptional configurations at  2:4. The systematic error from those at
 2:2 is estimated similarly and added linearly to
obtain the total systematic error.
Our final results for Z-factors at the simulation points
for meson decay constants are listed in Table IV. The
systematic errors in ZSF;L1
and ZSF;L1
are comparable
V
A
to the statistical ones and within at most two . The ratio
of systematic errors to statistical ones in the table is
slightly smaller than the ratio at simulation points for
Z-factors,
 2:4 and 2.2, because the Padé fits are
stabilized with data at  2.6 where no exceptional
configurations appear. In the table, we reproduce the
one-loop tadpole-improved values ZTP
V;A together with
NPC
ZV for comparison.

TABLE IV.

0.00
0.0

f1, cut

FIG. 15. Ensemble averages of f1 , fV and ZV versus f1;cut at
 2:4 on an 83  16 lattice.

2.187
2.214
2.247
2.281
2.334
2.416
2.456
2.487
2.528
2.575

0.0
0.20

FIG. 16. Ensemble averages of f1 , fAA and ZA versus f1;cut at
 2:4 on an 83  16 lattice.

IV. SCALING PROPERTIES OF MESON DECAY
CONSTANTS
We investigate the scaling property of f , combining
the unrenormalized values of f [1] and four different
choices of ZV ; 1) one-loop tadpole-improved value, ZTP
V ,
2) values determined by the SF method for L  0:8 fm,
fm
, 3) those at L  1, ZSF;L1
, and 4) ZNPC
in
ZSF;L0:8
V
V
V
Eq. (21) defined by the conserved current. The unrenormalized f was determined in Ref. [1] for unimproved current. Hence, the renormalized f has Oag2 
error.
Numerical values of the renormalized f are listed in
Table V. Statistical errors in the unrenormalized f and in
fm
ZSF;L0:8
or ZSF;L1
are added in quadrature, while
V
V
systematic uncertainties for the latter are simply propa-

Z-factors at simulation points for meson decay constants.

ZTP
V

ZSF;L0:8fm
V

ZSF;L1
V

ZNPC
V

ZTP
A

ZSF;L0:8fm
A

ZSF;L1
A

0.81657
0.81923
0.82237
0.82548
0.83009
0.83673
0.83978
0.84205
0.84496
0.84816

04
0:74000810
04
0:74620709
03
0:75320608
03
0:76010607
02
0:76980406
02
0:78320304
01
0:78910303
01
0:79340303
01
0:79880203
01
0:80460202

48
0:64882427
40
0:66512023
32
0:68251619
26
0:69811316
20
0:71871013
13
0:74410709
10
0:75440608
09
0:76170607
07
0:77050506
06
0:77960505

0.4536(044)
0.4784(038)
0.5056(030)
0.5293(040)
0.5421(030)
0.5925(177)
0.6090(043)
0.6420(038)
0.6460(038)
0.6604(034)

0.83204
0.83449
0.83737
0.84022
0.84446
0.85057
0.85336
0.85546
0.85813
0.86107

27
0:77123854
24
0:77623449
21
0:78193043
19
0:78752738
16
0:79562231
12
0:80681723
10
0:81181520
09
0:81551418
08
0:82011215
07
0:82501113

125
0:7180146236
109
0:7276127203
093
0:7383108171
080
0:7482092143
063
0:7619073111
045
0:7797052076
038
0:7873045064
034
0:7927040056
029
0:7994034047
024
0:8064029039
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TABLE V. f and f in GeV with various choices of Z-factors.

2.187
2.214
2.247
2.281
2.334
2.416
2.456
2.487
2.528
2.575

a1 GeV

f ZTP
V 

f ZSF;L0:8fm

V

f ZSF;L1

V

f ZNPC
V 

f ZTP
A 

f ZSF;L0:8fm

A

f ZSF;L1

A

1.017(10)
0.966(10)
0.917(09)
0.896(10)
0.829(08)
0.734(09)
0.674(06)
0.652(07)
0.612(06)
0.574(06)

0.2861(44)
0.2761(38)
0.2706(37)
0.2704(38)
0.2601(30)
0.2471(54)
0.2332(44)
0.2467(42)
0.2293(45)
0.2417(37)

01
0:25934304
01
0:25153703
01
0:24783603
01
0:24903702
01
0:24122902
01
0:23135101
00
0:21914201
00
0:23244001
00
0:21684301
00
0:22933601

17
0:22734309
13
0:22423808
11
0:22463606
09
0:22873605
06
0:22522904
04
0:21975003
03
0:20954102
03
0:22324002
02
0:20914202
02
0:22223501

0.1578(37)
0.1601(32)
0.1656(31)
0.1723(33)
0.1689(27)
0.1744(78)
0.1683(44)
0.1874(40)
0.1750(40)
0.1872(34)

0.1623(42)
0.1555(37)
0.1512(41)
0.1423(33)
0.1462(41)
0.1368(39)
0.1444(39)
0.1358(36)
0.1405(47)
0.1445(53)

05
0:15044611
04
0:14464109
04
0:14124408
03
0:13343606
03
0:13774205
02
0:12984004
02
0:13744003
01
0:12953703
01
0:13434702
01
0:13845302

24
0:14016546
20
0:13565638
17
0:13335631
14
0:12674524
11
0:13195019
07
0:12544412
06
0:13324411
05
0:12584009
05
0:13094908
04
0:13535506

gated to that of the renormalized f . Fortunately, systematic uncertainties from exceptional configurations are
sufficiently small. They are at most 0.4 of the statistical
errors and do not affect the conclusions below. Therefore
we ignore systematic uncertainties in the following
discussions.
Figure 17 presents the results for f as a function of a.
Open circles are the previous result obtained with
tadpole-improved one-loop Z-factor, which exhibits
a sizable scaling violation. If instead one uses the
nonperturbative ZV for L  1, we observe a much better scaling behavior (filled triangles). The Z-factor evaluated for L  0:8 fm lies in between the two results
(stars).
We find this result very encouraging; it shows that an
apparent large scaling violation seen with the use of ZTP
V

300

SF, L=0.8 fm

Improved, with ZV
SF, L=∞
Improved, with ZV
NPC
Improved, with ZV
TP
Improved, with ZV
NPC
Standard, with ZV

180

160

[MeV]

200

SF, L=0.8 fm

Improved, with ZA
SF, L=∞
Improved, with ZA
TP
Improved, with ZA
TP
Standard, with ZA

140

fπ

fρ

[MeV]

250

is largely due to neglecting higher order contributions in
the Z-factor, and that inherent Oa errors in the vector
decay constant are small even up to a large lattice spacing
of a1  1 GeV.
to the continuum limit
We extrapolate f with ZSF;L1
V
linearly in a. The value in the continuum limit
f  201:72:0 MeV turns out to be consistent with
that f  205:76:6 MeV from a high precision simulation with the standard action [19].
We note that a relatively large scaling violation is
observed for f with ZNPC
(open diamonds). Since f
V
NPC
with ZV is nothing but the decay constant determined
from the conserved current in Eq. (20), we suspect that
Oa large scaling violation exists in the conserved
current.
The scaling property of f is investigated in a similar
manner. We note that the unrenormalized f in Ref. [1]
was determined for the improved current using a tadpole-

120
150

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

−1

0.8

1.0

1.2

a [GeV ]

100

FIG. 17. f versus a with various choices of ZV . Values for
NPC are taken from Ref. [1].
our improved action with ZTP
V and ZV
Values for the standard action [19] are determined with
Z-factors from the conserved current. Diamond at a  0 represents the experimental value.

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

−1

0.8

1.0

1.2

a [GeV ]
FIG. 18. f versus a with various choices of ZA . Symbols are
the same as in Fig. 17, though f from the standard action is
determined with ZTP
A .
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improved one-loop value of cA with MS coupling,
whereas Z-factors in this work employ cA with bare
coupling. The difference in the renormalized f arising
from the difference of cA remains Oag4 .
Figure 18 shows f versus a. In this figure, we have not
included the systematic uncertainty since, being smaller
than statistical one, it does not alter the conclusions
below. Numerical values are listed in Table V. The
conclusions on the scaling behavior are similar to those
of f . Employing ZSF;L1
, which includes terms to
A
all orders in g2 and does not have Oag4 =L error, the
scaling behavior turns out to be better than previous
results with tadpole-improved one-loop Z-factor indicated. Making a linear continuum extrapolation, we obtain a value f  123:38:7 MeV consistent with that
f  120:05:7 MeV calculated with the standard action
at significantly weaker couplings (open squares).
V. CONCLUSIONS
The Schrödinger functional method has been applied
to calculations of the vector and axial-vector renormalization constants for the combination of a RG-improved
gauge action and a tadpole-improved clover quark action.
With the Z-factors determined nonperturbatively, an apparent large scaling violation in the range of lattice
spacing a1  1  2 GeV in the meson decay constants
previously observed with the one-loop perturbative
Z-factors is significantly reduced. We conclude that the
improvement attempted with the gluon and quark actions
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employed in the present work is effective for the meson
decay constants as well.
We find that scaling of decay constants is best when one
uses Z-factors normalized at infinite volume. This suggests that removing Oag4 =L error in Z-factors by the
limiting procedure L ! 1 is important for actions with
Oag4  error.
The nonperturbative Z-factors have enabled us to determine values in the continuum limit of decay constants.
We may expect that other hadronic matrix elements are
also reliably extracted from lattice spacings much coarser
than a1  2 GeV for our action combination if one uses
Z-factors determined by the Schrödinger functional
method.
Finally we recall that a large scaling violation for the
meson decay constants has been observed also in twoflavor full QCD with the same action combination of
quenched QCD considered in this article. A nonperturbative determination of Z-factors will therefore be interesting to pursue for this case. Exceptional configurations
are expected to be absent in full QCD. Therefore the
Schrödinger functional calculation would be more
straightforward. Work in this direction is in progress.
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